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This marks the fifth consecutive year that Fulbright & Jaworski has
commissioned an independent research firm to survey senior corporate
counsel on their experiences and opinions regarding various aspects of
litigation and related matters. This year, 358 respondents participated
in the survey, including 251 in the U.S. and 100 in the U.K., a statistically significant
sample. As in any survey, not all participants answered every question.

Many core questions from previous surveys were repeated this year, along with
several new aspects, such as open-ended “why” questions as to respondents’
reasons for their answers. Some of the new areas highlighted this year are: multiplaintiff labor & employment disputes, corruption/bribery investigations, the
subprime credit crisis, U.K./EU data protection laws and “full” pretrial disclosure.

For permission to reprint or excerpt, please contact Thomas Strachan at litigationtrends@fulbright.com
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Highlights of the Fifth Annual Litigation Trends Survey
C Despite a two-year downtrend in cases pending, nearly one-third of the total sample and 43% of respondents from the
largest companies surveyed expect disputes to increase in the coming year. Both figures are higher than the previous two
years’ expectations.
C Despite a general decline in litigation volume the past two years, 27% of all the U.S. companies surveyed had more than
20 lawsuits commenced against them in the past year, up slightly from last year. U.K. companies facing more than 20
new lawsuits increased from 4% last year to 10% this year.
C A third of all the publicly held companies and 17% of the privately held companies have at least one lawsuit with more
than $20 million at issue.
C One of every 10 companies spends $10 million or more on litigation annually (excluding settlements and judgments).
One of every five of companies with $1 billion or more in revenues spends $10 million or more.
C Search warrants or dawn raids have been executed against 3% of all the companies in the survey and 6% of the
largest companies.
C A surprising 7% of all respondents and 11% of those with international facilities have engaged outside counsel in the past
12 months regarding a corruption or bribery investigation, such as those related to alleged FCPA violations.
C A lthough 4% of the public companies surveyed have already engaged outside counsel for subprime-related matters, 7%
foresee involvement in subprime matters in the next 12 months. Expectations are highest among financial service (22%)
and insurance respondents (15%).
C The greatest increases in multi-plaintiff cases in the U.S. are in wage & hour, discrimination and privacy issues. In the
U.K., discrimination cases are rising the fastest, followed by privacy and wage & hour.
C Companies expecting an increase in the number of patent infringement claims they receive and assert outnumber those
expecting a decrease by approximately two to one.
C Despite a significant decline in courtroom disputes involving e-discovery in the past two years, 11% of all respondents
have experience with a litigation tribunal that was unable to deal with complex electronic data disclosure issues.
C Two-thirds of all respondents say full pre-trial, documentary disclosure should be reconsidered in the United States.
C A mong companies that have participated in an infrastructure project in the past five years, 30% have had disputes
requiring mediation, arbitration or litigation.
The Litigation Trends Survey is designed to provide data revealing ongoing trends and insights into the thinking of senior
corporate counsel regarding the near-term future prospects for dispute resolution and related matters.
As always, we welcome your suggestions for topics or questions to include in future surveys.
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A searchable PDF of the entire survey is available for your
download at www.fulbright.com/litigationtrendsdata.
The PDF includes tables providing the results of 101 data
points requested across all five respondent categories:
country of residence, United States region, annual revenues,
public/private companies, and primary industry. To request
additional data or analyses of specific topics, please contact
Fulbright & Jaworski at litigationtrends@fulbright.com.
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Sample Profile

“From what we’ve seen the last two years, the trend is
toward more litigation.”
U.S. respondent, Financial Services
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The 2008 survey had 358 participants, a

Industries Represented

statistically significant sample: 251 in the United
Industry

Total

Education

2%

Energy

15%

Engineering/Construction

5%

(41% of all participants, compared with 36%

Financial Services

11%

in 2007), VP & General Counsel, Associate

Health Care

6%

Technical/Communications

9%

Manufacturing

16%

Real Estate

2%

Retail/Wholesale

10%

Insurance

9%

Other

15%

States, 100 in the United Kingdom and the rest
in other locations.
Survey participant titles: General Counsel

General Counsel, Senior Counsel, Deputy
General Counsel and Other.

Number of Countries Where Respondents’ Companies Have Facilities
Number of Countries

Total

United States

United Kingdom

1

43%

52%

22%

2

12%

11%

14%

3-5

13%

10%

20%

6 - 10

6%

6%

7%

11 - 20

7%

3%

15%

21 - 50

12%

10%

14%

51 or more

7%

8%

6%

Sum of percentages may total less than 100% due to rounding.

C A lmost half of the U.S. companies surveyed have one or more facilities or offices outside the country
(compared with 44% last year).
C The U.K. sample this year is more international in operating scope with three-quarters reporting
additional facilities outside their home country, compared with just under a third last year.
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U. S. Companies’

U.S. Publicly and Privately

U.K. Publicly and Privately

Headquarters Locations

Held Companies

Held Companies

9%

5%
35%

10%

56%

44%

56%

44%

11%
12%

19%

TEXAS
MIDWEST
SOUTH
EAST COAST/NEW ENGLAND
CALIFORNIA
ATLANTIC
WEST

PUBLIC
PRIVATE

PUBLIC
PRIVATE

C Just under half (48%) of all respondent companies this year are publicly held.
C Nearly half of the publicly held companies in this year’s survey are listed on the NYSE, one-quarter on foreign
exchanges and one-fifth on the NASDAQ.

Company Gross Revenues in the Last Fiscal Year (U.S. $)
Gross Revenues

Total

United States

United Kingdom

Under $100 Million

20%

22%

20%

$100 Million - $999 Million

40%

39%

42%

Over $1 Billion

40%

39%

38%

C There was a slight upward shift in the size of the companies participating in this year’s survey, compared with 2007
when smaller companies represented 25% of the total, mid-sized companies, 36%, and the largest companies, 39%.
C The public-private distribution by size of company is well balanced this year. Smaller companies comprise slightly more
than 20% of the publicly held sample, and the rest is evenly distributed between the mid-sized and largest companies.
C Likewise, smaller companies represent 20% of the privately held sample with the remainder almost evenly divided
between mid-sized (42%) and large (38%) companies.

© 2008 Fulbright & Jaworski L.L.P.
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Litigation Overview

“Downturn in the economy is likely to increase litigation.”
U.S. respondent
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Nearly a third of the total sample expects an increase in the number of disputes their companies will
face in the coming year, up from the prior two years.
General Litigation/Litigation Exposure: Do You Expect the Number of Legal Disputes
Your Company Will Face in the Next Year to Decrease, Stay the Same or Increase?
0
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7%
DECREASE

5%
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40
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70

80

90

100

12%
13%

9%
8%

STAY THE SAME

51%
54%

INCREASE

22%

60%

29%
31%

2006
2007
2008

Sum of percentages may total greater than 100% due to rounding.

C More of the largest companies expect an increase: 43%, versus 34% last year and 35% in 2006.
C Expectations of an increase among mid-sized companies have remained in the 20%-30% range for the last three years.
C Over the past three years, smaller companies have been more evenly divided between expectations of increases and
decreases. However this year, those expecting an increase jumped to 22% from just 5% last year and 13% in 2006. This
year, 16% expect a decrease.
C Half of the financial sector expects increased litigation, followed by health care, retail/wholesale and insurance among the
industries with the highest representation in the survey.
C A mong the reasons given for an expected increase in litigation are:
S “Sub-prime and related exposure related to real estate securities.” - U.S. financial services respondent
S “Because of credit market turmoil.” - U.S. financial services respondent
S “Increased legislative pressures and publicity about legislative changes.” - U.S. financial services respondent
S “Because being in the credit card business, we’re taking a risk where people don’t pay their bills.” - U.K.
financial services respondent
© 2008 Fulbright & Jaworski L.L.P.
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S “Because trademarks are becoming more valuable and hard to find. People are becoming more aggressive about
trademark issues.” - U.K. retail/wholesale respondent
S “We are seeing more complaints particularly on terminations or disciplinary actions. We are also seeing a slight
increase in overall general litigation.” - U.K. retail/wholesale respondent
S “Trend analysis demonstrates that as the economy worsens, lawsuits rise. Given that, we expect to see an
increase in the number of employment and business litigation matters.” - U.S. health care respondent
S “Product liability cases are expected to increase due to a known manufacturing defect.”
- U.S. manufacturing respondent
S “Counterfeiting has become a bigger issue.” - U.S. manufacturing respondent
C Some of the reasons given by those expecting a decrease in litigation are:
S “Because we are managing them better.” - U.K. manufacturing respondent
S “Simply because matters are settled before they go to court.” - U.S. energy respondent
S “Texas tort reform.” - U.S. energy respondent
S “Learning from past and have improved systems and processes for handling legal disputes.”
- U.K. other industries

Most Numerous Types of Litigation Pending
Respondents were asked for the three most numerous types of litigation pending against their companies in the last year.
C In the United Kingdom, the picture changed dramatically from last year. In 2007, Regulatory (34%) and Securities
Litigation (32%) were the dominant litigation areas, falling to just 6% and 3%, respectively, this year.
C Contracts and Labor/Employment dominate in the U.K. this year. IP/Patents are just slightly more frequent than Product
Liability and Personal Injury.
C In the United States, Labor/Employment, Contracts and Personal Injury have remained the most active areas over the
past 12 months, as in the 2007 survey.
C The annual statistical report of the U.S. Judicial Conference supports the Litigation Trends survey data for contracts
and personal injury cases, reflecting a relatively steady number of contracts and torts cases of all types pending in federal
courts for several years (less than 5% decline over the three-year period through September 30, 2007, in both categories).
However, labor cases pending, according to Judicial Conference data, have declined over that period by 25%.
C Contracts and Labor/Employment cases dominate across most industries, except manufacturing where Product Liability
is the most common type of litigation (60%). Not surprisingly, the financial sector lists Securities Litigation as its third
most frequent type (24%).
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Most Numerous Types of Litigation Pending in 2008
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Most Numerous Types of Litigation Pending in 2007
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Types of Litigation of Greatest Concern
The U.K. sample had two notable changes from last year in the types of litigation that most concern their companies.
C In 2007, Regulatory and Securities Litigation were among the top concerns of about half of the U.K. sample. Regulatory
had also been the number two concern in 2006. However in 2008, Regulatory and Securities Litigation dropped to just
13% and 8%, respectively, of the U.K. group.
C The 2008 U.K. list is headed by Contracts (66%) and Labor/Employment (40%), IP/Patents (22%) and Product Liability (21%).
C Half of the 2008 U.S. sample put Labor/Employment on its list, followed by Contracts (47%) and Personal Injury (29%).
These results are largely in keeping with the responses in 2006 and 2007 with one exception. In 2006, class actions were
the second-greatest concern.

© 2008 Fulbright & Jaworski L.L.P.
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C Environmental/Toxic Tort is the third most-frequent concern of the energy industry (45%), although just 30% of energy
respondents have a case currently pending.
C Expectations of Securities Litigation among the financial sector (31%) are higher than the current frequency of cases
pending cited above (24%).

Reasons for Concern
The primary reason chosen most often for the types of cases that cause greatest concern is simply that these are the most
common types of cases encountered. Financial exposure and the cost to handle the matter are the next most frequently
chosen reasons for concern.

General Litigation/Litigation Exposure:
Why Do Those Types of Legal Disputes Most Concern Your Company?
Reason

Total

United States

United Kingdom

Cost to Handle

19%

18%

21%

Financial Exposure

32%

36%

26%

Most Common Type

52%

51%

53%

Disruptive

8%

10%

7%

Other

7%

7%

9%

Reason

Under $100 Million

$100 - $999 Million

$1 Billion or More

Cost to Handle

13%

19%

13%

Financial Exposure

28%

28%

32%

Most Common Type

60%

53%

52%

Disruptive

7%

10%

9%

Other

4%

7%

9%

Sum of percentages exceeds 100% because respondents were permitted to name more than one reason.

C More specific reasons for concern over certain types of litigation are evident in open-ended responses, among them:
S Class action, insurance, personal injury. “Inconsistent rulings from courts.”- U.S. insurance respondent
S Malpractice, regulatory. “They involve a good deal of outside resources and the outcomes can be damaging to
the company.” - U.S. insurance respondent
S Contracts, labor, bad faith. “You can get hit with punitive damages in bad faith litigation.” - U.S. insurance
respondent
S Professional services. “Negligence cases give us the most monetary exposure.” - U.K. insurance respondent
w w w .f u l b r i g h t . c o m /l i t i g a t i o n t r e n d s
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S Class action, contracts, real estate. “The expense, liability, and the effect on the reputation of our company.”
- U.S. financial services respondent
S Regulatory, securities. “Frequency and severity of regulatory issues. Uncertainty of the stock market.”
- U.K. financial services respondent
S Labor, personal injury. “Our greatest enemy is always ourselves.” - U.S. retail/wholesale respondent

Satisfaction With Outside Counsel
Respondents were asked to indicate their level of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with how well outside counsel meets their
litigation needs in various areas. The chart indicates those expressing some level of satisfaction in the various areas.

Satisfaction With Outside Counsel
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C Cost management is the area of least satisfaction for companies of all sizes.
C W hen asked for the areas of greatest concern, all respondents cited cost management (47%) as the clear leader followed by
electronic discovery (21%).

© 2008 Fulbright & Jaworski L.L.P.
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Lawsuits Commenced Against Companies
C Companies with more than 20 lawsuits commenced against them last year accounted for 27% of the U.S. respondents,
roughly the same as 2007 (25%), but down from 2006 (35%).
C U.K. respondents with more than 20 cases commenced against them increased to 10% from 4% in 2007, but down from
22% in 2006.
C A lmost half of the largest companies surveyed had more than 20 lawsuits, about the same as the previous two years.
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Lawsuits With More Than $20 Million at Issue
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Five percent of the health care and financial sectors reported more than 20 cases above $20 million. A quarter of all the
respondent companies had at least one $20-million-plus lawsuit. Generally, lawsuits of this magnitude have trended down
from last year. Those reporting at least one comprised:
C 26% of the U.S. respondents
C 16% of the U.K. sample
C 9% of small companies
C 22% of the mid-sized companies
C 37% of the largest companies
C Approximately 15% to 30% of each industry sector
C 83% of public companies and 66% of private companies

Lawsuits With More Than $20 Million at Issue
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Arbitrations With More Than $20 Million at Issue
C The percentages of companies reporting arbitrations of this size declined this year to just 8% in both the U.S. and U.K.
C A mong the largest companies, 15% reported at least one arbitration above $20 million, compared with 20% in 2007.
C Industries most likely to have one or more arbitrations of this scale are energy, engineering/construction and financial
services.

Arbitrations With More Than $20 Million at Issue in 2008
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Sum of percentages may total less than 100% due to rounding.

Arbitrations With More Than $20 Million at Issue in 2007
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C Significant regulatory proceedings also declined among U.S. and U.K. companies.
C The energy industry (15%) was most likely to face a regulatory matter of more than $20 million, followed by financial
services (10%). One of the seven education respondents reported a matter of this scale.

Regulatory Proceedings With More Than $20 Million at Issue in 2008
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Regulatory Proceedings With More Than $20 Million at Issue in 2007
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Disputes Initiated by Companies
Respondent companies were also somewhat less inclined to initiate disputes, according to the survey.
C In the 2008 survey, 54% of all respondents have initiated at least one lawsuit, compared with 62% in 2007.
C Just 10% of the suits initiated have more than $20 million at issue in 2008, compared with 23% in the 2007 survey.
© 2008 Fulbright & Jaworski L.L.P.
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C This year, 73% of the largest companies have initiated litigation, compared with 85% in the 2007 survey. More than a
third of the smaller companies, and half of the middle market companies have done so, down slightly from last year.
C The financial and insurance sectors are the most aggressive plaintiffs (35% and 24%, respectively, with more than five suits filed).
C The frequency of arbitrations initiated declined slightly to 25% of all respondents in 2008, compared with 29% in 2007.
C A rbitrations initiated involving more than $20 million declined to 3% in 2008 from 9% in 2007.
C Respondents initiating regulatory proceedings declined in 2008 to 12% from 19% in 2007.

In-House Litigation Management
There was a general decline year-over-year in the size of in-house legal departments that manage litigation. While the
percentages of companies reporting none, one or two lawyers managing litigation increased, those with larger in-house
capacity declined.
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C A mong public companies, 22% have departments with more than five lawyers managing litigation. Only 10% of the
private companies have departments of this size.
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Future of In-house Department Size
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C Those companies expecting to enlarge their in-house litigation management capacity decreased slightly from 2007;
however, expectations of an increase in company’s in-house litigation management capacity in the coming year still
outweigh expected decreases by nearly six to one.
C Companies expecting to reduce the number of lawyers managing litigation remained in the low single digits.
C Plans to downsize are evident among companies with $1 billion or more in revenues, with a noticeable drop in expected
increases (23%) and an uptick in expected decreases (4%). However, these plans may not materialize in light of the
noticeably higher expected rise in litigation (43%) among the largest companies surveyed.
C Industries most likely to expect an increase are retail/wholesale, engineering/construction, health care and energy.

Most Active U.S. Jurisdictions
Respondents were asked to name the three states/regions in the U.S. where they have the greatest number of significant
cases pending in terms of material risk.

Most Active U.S. Jurisdictions
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C Texas and California again lead the list as they did in 2007; however, the third most-frequently listed region in 2008 is
the South, replacing East Coast/New England. Both the U.K. and U.S. results closely mirror the total sample, with the
same top three jurisdictions.
C Companies in all three size categories also listed their most active jurisdictions in approximately the same order as the
total sample, although mid-sized companies were just as likely to list the Midwest as the South among their top three.

© 2008 Fulbright & Jaworski L.L.P.
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The World’s Most Active Jurisdictions
The United States remains the predominant jurisdiction for significant cases pending with 80% of the total sample listing
it among their top three, the same percentage as last year.

The World’s Most Active Jurisdictions
Locations

Total

United States

United Kingdom

United States

80%

94%

39%

United Kingdom

20%

4%

66%

Europe

12%

7%

20%

Mexico/Central America

3%

3%

2%

South America

3%

2%

5%

Asia

4%

3%

7%

Other

9%

8%

10%

Sum of percentages exceeds 100% because respondents were permitted to name more than one location.

C U.K. companies with significant cases pending abroad increased noticeably in 2008 to 39% in the U.S. and 20%
in Europe, compared with 20% and 9%, respectively, in 2007.
C Conversely, U.K. companies with significant matters pending in their home jurisdiction declined to two-thirds in
2008 from 91% in 2007.
C A sia is the third jurisdiction listed most often by the technology/communications and financial sectors after the U.S.
and Europe.
CA
 fter the U.S., the energy industry selected “Other” most often, which incorporates Canada, Australia, Africa and the
Middle East. “Other” also shows up prominently in results from the manufacturing and technology/communications sectors.
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Litigation Costs and Billing Trends

“As the economy tightens, we anticipate that customers/
suppliers may pursue litigation as a way to renegotiate
agreements, and for employment disputes to become
more attractive to plaintiffs if employees take longer to
find new employment … increased damages claims.”
U.K. respondent, Manufacturing
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Annual Litigation Expenditures
C Overall litigation spend is stable from a year ago, although the median cost reported by the largest companies in the
survey declined 10% from 2007.
C Companies spending $1 million or more on litigation increased among both U.S. and U.K. respondents. Among smaller
companies, the percentage spending $1 million or more tripled from last year and increased by half among mid-sized companies.
C One in five of the largest companies spends $10 million or more annually on litigation, the same proportion as last year.
C A mong publicly held companies, 15% spend more than $10 million, compared with just 6% of privately held companies.
C A mong industry sectors, those in the $10 million-plus spending range account for 18% of the energy sample, 16% of
financial services and 14% of manufacturing.
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Annual Litigation Expenditures
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C Median cost for outside counsel reported by U.S. companies was down 25% and up 18% for U.K. companies.
C One in 10 companies in both the U.S. and U.K. spends $10 million or more for outside litigation counsel, down from last
year in the U.S., but up dramatically among U.K. respondents, none of whom spent that much last year.
C One in five of the energy and financial services companies spends over $10 million on outside counsel.
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Number of Firms on Outside Counsel Roster
U.S. companies continue to use more outside firms for litigation than U.K. companies and the larger the company, the more
outside counsel on its roster.

Companies using more than 10 outside counsel:
C Half of the U.S. sample and just under a quarter of those in the U.K.
C 45% of the largest companies
C 58% of publicly held and 30% of privately held companies
C Two-thirds of the insurance sector and more than half of the manufacturing and financial services sectors.
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A Comparison of Expecations and Actual Number of Outside Firms Used
We asked respondents in the 2006 survey about their expectations of increasing or decreasing the number of outside firms
used for disputes. There are some striking differences between expectations in 2006 and the reality over the next two years
as respondents look back.

2006 Survey: Expectations for Number of Outside Firms Used
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Number of Firms on Outside Counsel Roster: Past 24 Months
Across the total survey sample, twice as many companies (34%) had increased the number of outside firms used as had
decreased (16%) the number used over the past 24 months.

Number of Firms on Outside Counsel Roster: Past 24 Months
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C The two-to-one ratio of increases versus decreases held up among U.S. and U.K. companies.
C The increases versus decreases ran four-to-one for the smaller companies and three-to-one or more for mid-sized and
larger companies.
C Comparing the actual figures with expectations in 2006, increases across all three company-size categories were far more
prevalent than anticipated.
C Decreases were slightly more frequent than expected in 2006, except for the largest companies where only 10% had
decreased the number of firms used, compared with 2006 when 28% expected to do so.

Incidence of Convergence Initiatives
There has been a great deal of discussion and publicity in recent years about companies reducing the number of outside counsel
used (often referred to as convergence initiatives); however, just one in five companies surveyed has such a program in place.
C Even among the largest companies, just 27% have a convergence program.
C These results seem to confirm the relatively high percentages in specific areas shown earlier on the “Satisfaction with
Outside Counsel” chart (see page 13).

Criteria for Outside Counsel Selection
C Experience, prior relationship and lawyer reputation were chosen most often from a list of criteria used to select outside
counsel. They were also considered the most important ones among all the respondents.
C A lthough pricing and results were chosen almost half the time as criteria used in the selection process, they rarely appear
among the most important criteria, falling to just 6% and 13%, respectively.

Outside Counsel for “Bet the Company” Cases
When given a list of factors on which to choose outside counsel for cases with significant potential exposure, respondents in
both countries and across all sizes of companies chose the same five factors most often.
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Common Factors for Selecting Outside Counsel in Major Cases
C Nearly two-thirds of all respondents consider subject experience the most important factor of all in the decision.
C Just 10% of companies involve their purchasing departments in the Request for Proposal process for selecting outside counsel.
C Companies of $1 billion or more in revenues use their purchasing departments slightly more often (16%).

Common Factors for Selecting Outside Counsel in Major Cases
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Investigations, Regulatory and FCPA

“Because of the trends in government enforcement there’s
a greater volume of litigation.”
U.K. respondent, Energy
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Government/Regulatory Investigations
Those companies that have retained outside counsel in the past year for government or regulatory investigations represent:
C Approximately half of U.S. and one-quarter of U.K. companies
C About 20% of the smaller companies, one-third of the mid-sized and nearly two-thirds of the largest companies
C More than half of the public companies and almost a third of privately held companies
C 56% of energy companies and half of the health care and manufacturing sectors
C 71% of the small education sample that responded.

Most Frequent Regulatory Areas
This year, we asked about regulatory or government investigations over the past year that required outside counsel for
assistance, – a somewhat different question and time frame from 2006 and 2007 when we asked about inquiries received
over the prior three years.
Respondents were presented a list of more than 15 specific government and regulatory entities in the U.S. and U.K. Despite
that, the “Other” category was included in about 40% of all respondents’ results.
C In 2008, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) with 34% continues to be a major source of investigative
activity among all respondents, although second to the Department of Justice (DOJ) with 45%.
C For U.S. companies only, the single most-active investigative bodies are: the DOJ (47%), Environmental Protection
Agency (38%) and SEC (34%).
C For U.K. companies, they are the DOJ (40%), followed by the SEC and European Union Commission (33% each) and
the Financial Services Administration and Office of Fair Trading (27% each).
C State Attorneys General accounted for more than a quarter of all respondents’ investigations.
C State Attorneys General also were listed by more than a third of the smaller companies, as well as privately held
companies.

Internal Investigations
Since 2006, the frequency of internal investigations requiring outside counsel has declined, for the most part.
C One-third of privately held companies have conducted at least one internal investigation requiring outside counsel in the
past year, while 60% of the publicly held companies have had at least one internal investigation and more than half report
one to five internal investigations.
C Two-thirds of the manufacturing sector and 45% of the energy sector have conducted internal investigations with the aid
of outside counsel in the past year.
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At Least One Internal Investigation: Past 12 Months
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Time Spent on Regulatory Investigative/Enforcement Matters
Overall, companies reporting more time spent on regulatory and enforcement matters during the past three years
outnumber those reporting less time spent by more than three-to-one. This mirrors the results of 2006, but is well below
2007 when the ratio of more time to less time spiked to 11-to-one.
C During 2006 to 2008, the portion of the U.K. sample reporting more time spent on these matters went from 30% to 22%
and back up to 42% this year.
C From 2006 to 2008, the U.S. sample went from nearly half spending more time on regulatory matters to 36% last year
and 37% this year.
C During the same period, larger companies spending more time dropped from 55% in 2006 to 45% in 2007, but rose
again in 2008 to 53%.
C Nearly half of public companies and fewer than 30% of private companies report spending more time than previously.
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Increase in External Regulatory Inquiries/Investigations
Increase in External Regulatory Inquiries/
Investigations Past Three Years

(All Respondents)

C A third of all respondents report an increase in external
regulatory inquiries and investigations directed at them over
the past three years.
C During 2006 to 2008, U.K. companies experiencing an
increase over the prior three-year period more than doubled
from 38% in 2006 to 78% last year, but dropped dramatically
to 31% in 2008.

33%

C Nearly half of U.S. companies reported an increase in 2006,
but the figure has remained at about a third in 2007 and 2008.

67%

C Over the three surveys of 2006 to 2008, the industries
consistently high in reporting increases are education,
engineering/construction and financial services. In the
previous two surveys, half or more of insurance respondents
reported increases, but the results this year show just onethird experiencing an increase.

YES
NO

Attorney-Client Privilege Waiver
Companies have been less likely to waive the attorney-client privilege over the past 12 months in the hope of avoiding more
severe actions by enforcement authorities than they were in 2007. An important contributing factor to this trend is the bill
that was under consideration in the U.S. Congress during the course of this survey to reinforce the attorney-client privilege
(S.3217 Attorney-Client Privilege Protection Act of 2008).

Waived Attorney-Client Privilege in the Past 12 Months
C Just 10% of the total respondent sample have waived the privilege in the past 12 months. Those most likely to have done
so more than once were the mid-sized and largest companies surveyed.
C In 2007, when asked to answer simply “Yes” or “No” if their companies had waived attorney-client privilege in the
previous 12 months, those answering “Yes” represented:
S 17% of U.S. respondents and 38% of U.K. respondents
S 26% of the smaller companies
S 9% of the mid-sized companies
S 31% of the largest companies
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Waived Attorney-Client Privilege in the Past 12 Months
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Settlements of Inquiries/Investigations
C A quarter of all respondents report having reached a settlement with a government entity or regulator in the past 12
months.
C A mong U.S. companies, 29% have reached a settlement, but just 10% of U.K. companies have done so.
C A lmost 40% of the largest companies report a settlement, but just 15% of the smaller and mid-size companies have done so.

Subpoenas and Administrative Summons
C A lmost one-quarter of all respondent companies have received a grand jury or government subpoena or administrative
summons in the past 12 months.
C A mong U.S. companies, 30% received at least one subpoena or summons, and 12% had received three or more. Just 8%
of the U.K. respondents received one.
C Surprisingly, one of every six smaller companies reports at least one, and 7% received three or more.
© 2008 Fulbright & Jaworski L.L.P.
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C One-quarter of the publicly held companies and 21% of privately held received at least one subpoena or summons.
Those receiving three or more were 10% of the publicly held sample and 7% of privately held.
C The financial services sector was a frequent target with 37% reporting at least one subpoena or summons, and 21%
reporting three or more. Engineering/construction, energy and the small education sample of the survey also report
relatively high levels of subpoena/summons activity.

Stock Options Backdating
C Internal investigations of stock options “backdating” fell dramatically in 2008 from 2007. Just 5% of this year’s total
respondent sample report conducting an options backdating investigation in the past year, compared with 27% in 2007.
C Even among the largest companies surveyed, just 8% conducted investigations this year, compared with 37% in 2007.
C A mong publicly held companies, 10% conducted an investigation.
C Engineering/construction and financial services companies were the most likely industries to have conducted an
investigation in 2008. In 2007, they were engineering/construction, retail/wholesale and energy.

Search Warrants and Raids
C W hen asked if a search warrant or a dawn raid had been executed against their companies in the past 12 months, a
surprising 3% of all respondents answered “Yes.”
C The figure is double for the largest companies (6%).
C Public companies are also more likely to have had a search warrant or raid (4%).
C A mong the major industry samples in the survey are:
S Financial services (5%)
S Engineering/construction (5%)
S Energy (4%)
C The small education sample also had an unusually high incidence of search warrant and raid activity.

Corruption/Bribery Investigations
Among all respondents, 7% engaged outside counsel in the past 12 months regarding a corruption or bribery investigation,
such as those related to alleged FCPA violations. The U.S. and U.K. results are similar to the total sample.
However, the incidence of these types of investigations is significantly higher for companies with international facilities (at
least one nation outside their home country), which comprise nearly 60% of the total survey sample. Among those, 11%
have engaged outside counsel for corruption or bribery (including FCPA-related) investigations.
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Corruption/Bribery Investigations: Past 12 Months
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C Such investigations appear to be extremely rare for smaller, mid-sized and private companies.
C Some of the most internationally-dispersed industry sectors are the ones reporting high levels of corruption/bribery
investigations, including:
S Manufacturing (14%)
S Energy (12%)
S Technology/communications (9%)

Corruption/Bribery Investigations: Past 12 Months
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Corruption/Bribery Due Diligence in Foreign Countries
C Mergers, acquisitions or other transactions in foreign countries have required corruption or bribery due diligence in
the past 12 months for 7% of all respondents. The U.S. and U.K. results were almost identical to the total respondent
numbers.
C Corruption or bribery due diligence for foreign transactions was reported by 16% of the largest companies and 13% of
the public companies.
C The most internationally diverse industry sectors report higher levels of corruption/bribery due diligence in foreign
transactions: technology/communications (16%), manufacturing and retail wholesale (14% each) and energy (12%).
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Prohibiting “Facilitating Payments” in Foreign Countries
Respondents were asked if their companies have a policy of prohibiting “facilitating payments” in foreign countries.

“Facilitating Payments” Prohibitions
(All Respondents)

CU
 .S. and U.K. results were very similar to the total
sample with nearly half of the respondents in both
countries answering “Yes.”
C Th
 e use of such prohibitions is also relatively high across
all size companies, especially the larger companies (68%),
as well as public companies (61%).

25%
48%
3%

C Th
 e industry sectors utilizing such prohibitions most
often are:
23%

S Manufacturing (65%)
S Technology/communications (64%)

YES
NO
IN SOME COUNTRIES
N/A

S Energy (62%)

Sum of percentages may total less than 100% due to rounding.

C Two-thirds of all respondents with prohibitions against
facilitating payments instituted them prior to 2000.
C The perceived degree of local corruption has caused about
30% of respondent companies to decide against doing
business in a particular country.
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Patent Infringement

“Increased competition will account for a more
contentious environment.”
U.S. respondent, Technology/Communications
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The incidence of patent infringement claims received is about the same in the United States as
reported in the 2007 survey. However, 27% of the U.K. sample reports claims received in 2008,
compared with 19% in 2007.

Patent Infringement Claims Received Over the Past Three Years
C Nearly half of the publicly held companies received a claim.
C More than half of manufacturing and technology/communications companies and just under half of the retail/wholesale
sector received at least one claim. These are also the sectors reporting the highest percentages of multiple claims received.
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The portion of U.S. companies that report making a patent infringement claim in the past three years declined slightly from
27% in 2007 to 22% in 2008, while the U.K. sample dropped just one point to 18%.
C A s expected, the largest companies are far more likely to have made a patent infringement claim (38%), but less so than in
2007 (44%).
C More than half of the manufacturers and a third of the technology/communications companies have filed at least one
claim in the last three years. Over 50 patent infringement claims were filed by 4% of the manufacturers and 3% in the
technology/communications sector.

Patent Infringement Claims Resulting in Litigation
C More than half of the smaller companies and almost as many mid-sized companies report at least one patent infringement
case going to litigation.
C The largest companies have had a 72% incidence of patent infringement litigation, and public companies are close behind
at 69%.
C Approximately three-quarters of the manufacturing respondents and 80% of the technology/communications respondents
have had at least one matter result in litigation.
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Future Patent Infringement Claims
Respondents were asked to look ahead at the prospects for patent infringement claims made against and by their companies.

Expected Claims Against Companies
Expected Claims Against

Expected Claims by

Companies

Companies

(All Respondents)
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90%
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DECREASE
STAY THE SAME
INCREASE

Expected Claims by Companies
C Those expecting increases in claims both against and by their companies are greater than those expecting decreases in
both the U.S. and U.K., as well as among the mid-sized and largest companies.
C The exception is the smaller company group, which is more likely to expect a decrease in claims both against and by their
companies than an increase.
C Approximately a third of the technology/communications sector expects an increase in claims against them, followed by
retail wholesale (14%) and manufacturing (13%)
C These are also the most aggressive industry sectors with nearly a quarter of the technology/communications companies
expecting to increase the number of claims they assert, followed by retail/wholesale (11%) and manufacturing (8%).
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SUBPRIME and CREDIT CRISIS

“Just the sheer scope of problems that have now arisen is
too much for in-house counsel to handle.”
U.S. respondent, Financial Services
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Effects of the Subprime and Credit Crisis
The effects of the subprime credit crisis are starting to ripple through the legal system and are being
felt in some sectors. When asked if they have engaged outside counsel for subprime-related matters,
those answering “Yes” represent:
C 12% of the insurance sector
C 11% of financial services companies
C 4% of the companies under $100 million in revenues;
C 4% of the companies with $1 billion or more in revenues
C 4% of the public companies
C None of the mid-sized companies
C 3% of the U.S. sample and 2% of the U.K. group
Some reasons respondents gave for hiring outside counsel for subprime problems were:
C “We have numbers of matters either a result of subprime or direct matters. It’s just the nature of our business, i.e. we issue
title insurance depending on each transaction.” - U.S. insurance respondent
C “Director/Officer liability policies.” - U.S. insurance respondent
C “We are a subprime servicer, so this is an issue now.” - U.S. financial services respondent

Expectations of Subprime-Related Matters
More respondents expect to become involved in litigation, investigations or other matters related to the subprime crisis
in the next 12 months. They account for:
C 22% of financial services respondents
C 15% of insurance respondents
C 7% of the publicly held companies
C 5% of the U.K. respondents and 4% of the U.S. respondents
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C The main area of concern for all those who answered the question is securities litigation, followed by securities class
actions and other government actions.
C The publicly held sample largely mirrored the total respondent sample.

Legal Areas Where Subprime Matters Are Anticipated
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Multi-plaintiff Labor and Employment Cases

“We are a professional services consulting firm in the
information technology sector, so IP matters and nonsolicitation of our employees are important to the
preservation to our business.”
U.S. respondent, Technology/Communications
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Changes in the Volume of Multi-Plaintiff Cases
Respondents were asked about changes in the volume of multi-plaintiff cases (class/collective
actions) in the past 12 months in various areas of labor & employment law. For the most part, the
percentages of those reporting an increase or decrease are in the single digits or low double digits.
C A mong the U.S. sample, areas where the largest percentages of respondents report increases in multi-plaintiff cases are:
wage & hour (FLSA) (19%), discrimination (14%) and Americans with Disabilities Act (10%).
C For the U.K. sample, it is discrimination (11%).
Several other results worth noting are:
C Increases in wage & hour multi-plaintiff cases are most common in California, the South and the Midwest
(20-30% of respondents).
C Education (43%) and retail/wholesale (33%) are the sectors most likely to report increases in wage & hour cases.
C Increases in discrimination cases are most prevalent in education (43%), financial services (22%) and retail/wholesale (20%).
C ERISA cases are rising the most in the Midwest (15%) and in the retail/wholesale (17%) and engineering/construction
sectors (16%).
C A ge discrimination cases are rising in education (29%), financial services (14%), real estate (13%) and technology/
communications (13%).
C Increases in multi-plaintiff privacy-issue cases are most common in California (28%) and in technology/communications
(19%), retail/wholesale (14%) and education (14%). However, just 11% of the largest companies have seen increases in
these cases.

Areas of Greatest Increase in Multi-Plaintiff Cases: Past 12 Months
C Wage & hour, discrimination and privacy issues are areas where U.S. companies report the greatest increases in multiplaintiff cases.
C The area of greatest increase for U.K. companies is discrimination, followed by privacy and wage & hour.
C For U.K. companies, it is discrimination, followed by privacy and wage & hour.
C For smaller companies, discrimination dominates, followed by wage & hour cases. Discrimination cases are also at the top
of the list for mid-sized companies, but privacy-issue cases outweigh wage & hour.
C Nearly 40% of the largest companies report the greatest increases in wage & hour cases and a quarter cite the
discrimination area. Just as shown above, privacy issue cases are much lower on the large companies radar screens (12%).
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Which Area of Multi-Plaintiff Cases Have You Seen the Greatest Increase
in the Past 12 Months?
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Company-Required Arbitration of Employment Disputes, Non-Union Setting
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C Two-thirds of all the respondent companies that require arbitration of employment disputes began the policy more than
three years ago.
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C A rbitrating employment disputes can have a significant impact on smaller companies: almost one-third spend $50,000
to $100,000 per dispute, and a quarter of them spend more than $100,000.
C A quarter of the mid-sized companies spend $50 to $100,000, and 12% average $100,000 or more per dispute.
C A mong the largest companies, 23% are in the $50 to $100,000 range, and 19% spend $100,000 or more per dispute.

Average Cost of Arbitrating Employment Disputes (Excluding Settlements)
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Employment Claims with Highest Monetary Exposure
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C In the U.K., sex discrimination is the leading type by far,
followed by age and race discrimination.
C In the U.S., the top three are race, sex and wage & hour
discrimination.
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Sum of percentages exceeds 100% because respondents were permitted to name more than one type of claim.
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Class Actions

“Major litigation concern: “[Labor.] We see a lot of
activism in that area, and a lot of class actions.”
U.S. respondent, Retail/Wholesale

Think Fulbright ™
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Class actions in the United States appear to have dropped from the previous two years of the survey.
In 2005, respondents were asked how many class actions had been filed against their companies in
the past year. Since then, we have asked how many are currently pending.

At Least One Class Action Pending in the United States
C Even the largest companies were less likely to have a class action in the United States. Only 41% have at least one this year,
compared with 69% in 2007. Only 12% have more than five class actions pending this year, compared with 35% in 2007.
C Within the entire U.S. sample, 27% have a class action this year, compared with 60% in 2007.
C However, more U.K. companies are facing a U.S. class action: 11% this year, compared with 5% in 2007.
C Class actions are far more common for California-based companies (44%).
C Retail/wholesale is the sector with the highest incidence of class actions (36%), followed by financial services (33%)
and health care (30%).

Companies With at Least One Class Action Pending in the United States
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Group Actions Pending in the U.K.
C Group actions in the U.K. against companies are also down this year.
C Just 5% of U.K. companies have a group action pending, compared with 11% last year. Only 1% of U.S. companies
report one versus 10% in 2007.
C In 2007, 29% of the largest companies had a pending group action; this year only 2% report one.
C Mid-sized companies dropped to 2% in 2008 from 34% in 2007, and 1% of the smaller companies report a group action
this year, although 36% did last year.
C Group actions pending in the U.K. are most common in the financial services sector (6%) and retail-wholesale (6%, half
of which have 6-20 matters pending).
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Electronic Discovery

“Respond to initial request and then determine if boiling
the ocean is necessary. New rules create ‘blackmail’
hold hostage environment forcing settlements once cost
analysis is determined.”
- U.S. respondent, Manufacturing
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E-discovery-Related Issues: Subject of a Motion, Hearing or Tribunal Ruling
Respondents were asked how often during the past year did issues related to e-discovery become the subject of a motion,
hearing or ruling from a tribunal.

E-discovery-Related Issues: Subject of a Motion, Hearing or Tribunal Ruling
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C Over the past three years, there has been a dramatic reduction in disputes related to e-discovery. This most likely reflects
the efforts of the judiciary to update and clarify rules concerning e-discovery, as well as the desire by many litigants to
resolve e-discovery issues through the “meet and confer” process rather than in the courtroom.
C The decline has been especially steep for U.K. companies, from 62% in 2006 with at least one such dispute in the
previous 12 months to just 22% in 2008.
C For U.S. companies, the trend has gone from 59% in 2006 down to 37% this year.
C Despite similar declines among even the largest companies (from 75% with at least one e-discovery court matter in 2006
to 40% in 2008), it is clear that a significant portion of these disputes are still decided by the courts. More than a third
of mid-sized companies also report a judicial resolution to this type of dispute in the previous year. This implies the
importance of a robust motion practice in cases where the “meet and confer” process fails.
C This concern is underlined in the American College of Trial Lawyers survey. Nearly 60% of the Fellows surveyed reported
cases involving discovery issues, and 86% issued or received a discovery request for ESI since the advent of the new
Federal Rules on e-discovery. In addition, 63% of respondents in that survey felt e-discovery is being abused by counsel.
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Problems of Litigation Tribunals with ESI Disclosure
C On the question of whether any companies have been before a litigation tribunal that was unable to deal with complex
electronic data disclosure issues, a significant 11% of all the respondents answered “Yes.”
C Mid-sized companies have a slightly higher incidence of the problem (14%) than even the largest companies (12%).
C Sectors most likely to have encountered litigation tribunals unprepared for complex electronic data disclosure issues are:
S Education (29%)
S Financial services (19%)
S Technology/communications (18%)
S Manufacturing (16%)
C The ACTL survey reported similar concerns among its Fellows with nearly 77% saying that “. . . courts do not understand
the difficulties in providing e-discovery.”
C A review of the top e-discovery cases reveals that most of them are in either East Coast or Midwest jurisdictions.

Reconsideration of “Full” Pre-Trial Disclosure in the United States
In light of the complexities and costs of making full pre-trial, documentary disclosures, should it be reconsidered in the
United States? A resounding two-thirds of all respondents say, “Yes.”
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C W hile it appears there has been real progress by the judiciary in reducing e-discovery-related disputes, company
respondents on both sides of the Atlantic feel overburdened by the use of full disclosure.
C The need to reconsider full disclosure is shared by about three-quarters of mid-sized companies and two-thirds of the
largest companies.
C This view seems to be shared by respondents of the American Trial Lawyers survey. Nearly two-thirds believe that initial
disclosures do not reduce discovery or save clients money.
C Given the higher frequency of ESI disclosure problems among mid-sized companies (cited in the previous question)
and their stronger conviction that full disclosure should be reconsidered by the U.S. judiciary, it appears that mid-sized
companies, in particular, are suffering under the current U.S. full disclosure regime.
C A mong the suggestions respondents had for improving the pre-trial disclosure situation were:
S “Time limits – the number of years they can go back – on discovery disclosure.” - U.S. insurance respondent
S “Needs to be some sort of standardization in regards to the preservation of electronic evidence prior to trial.”
- U.S. retail/wholesale respondent
S “Cost sharing among parties.” - U.S. health care respondent
S “Respond to initial request and then determine if boiling the ocean is necessary. New rules create
‘blackmail’ hold hostage environment forcing settlements once cost analysis is determined.”
- U.S. manufacturing respondent
S “A concrete definition of when the duty to preserve electronic documents arises.” - U.S. technology/
communications respondent
S “Weighing the value of the information versus the cost and effort of production.” - U.S., U.K. other industries
respondent
S “Adhere to greater specificity in the requests rather than the ‘all the documents pertaining to…’ kind of
demand.” - U.S. other industries respondent

Reconsideration of “Full” Pre-Trial Disclosure in England and Wales
C Even in the U.K. where disclosure requirements are often significantly less burdensome than in the U.S., nearly half of the
respondents (45%) would like to see further limits on pre-trial disclosure.
C Mid-sized companies again are even more likely to support reining in full pre-trial disclosure (57%).
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“Offshore” Review and Coding of Documents
Turning over potentially confidential or privileged documents, as well as trade information, has always been a major concern
in using offshore resources for document review and coding (particularly subjective coding for relevance, issue and privilege
review).
C Just 4% of all respondents say they use offshore personnel for review and coding of documents.
C Offshore review is used twice as often by the largest companies (8%).
C Technology/communications (12%) and financial services (11%) are the sectors going offshore for this work most often.
C None of the health care companies say they use these offshore services, possibly due to data privacy concerns related to
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and similar statutes.
C Of those using offshore personnel, more than 80% send less than a quarter of their work offshore.
C No U.S. companies report sending more than half of their review and coding work offshore; however, 14% of the U.K.
sample reported sending more than half of their review and coding work offshore.
C Financial services is the one sector sending more than half of such work offshore.
CA
 mong all that have sent work offshore, 62% were “somewhat satisfied” with the results, while the rest were “very satisfied.”
C Overall, the low incidence of offshore use, low volumes of work sent offshore and lukewarm satisfaction level by the
majority of companies that have done so, indicate that offshore personnel are used for lower level reviews, or objective
coding, rather than the more complex reviews for issue coding, confidentiality and privilege.
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Respondents were asked how confident they are that their records management programs comply with applicable laws
and regulations.

Confidence in Records Management
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C The much-higher confidence levels shown in the chart on the part of U.K. respondents versus their U.S. counterparts
likely result from a strong business focus on data protection and data privacy issues.
C By company size, confidence levels steadily decrease from the smaller companies to mid-sized to the largest companies.

Data Privacy
Relatively few companies in the survey have been requested during U.S. litigation to provide electronically stored
information (ESI) that could be subject to the protections of the U.K. or EU data protection laws.
C Just 4% of all respondents have received such a request, but 8% of the largest companies have.
C Notably, the U.K. and Germany are the jurisdictions where the requested data is most likely to reside.
C Only the largest companies have received a U.S. court order requiring production of data in violation of data protection
laws or have been subject to a severe sanction for not providing data.
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Infrastructure Projects

“[Contracts.] Largely, international contracts can
be a problem.”
U.K. respondent, Energy
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Three out of every 10 companies involved in an infrastructure project have had a dispute requiring
mediation, arbitration or litigation. Among all respondent companies with an infrastructure project,
about one in six used mediation to resolve the dispute, and the same number used arbitration. Fewer
than 10% engaged in litigation.
Participation in an Infrastructure Project: Past Five Years
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C A s the pie charts show, a significantly larger portion of the U.K. companies have participated in an infrastructure project
in the past five years than those in the U.S.
C Industries with the highest levels of participation are led by the relatively small education sample (57%), followed by
engineering/construction (47%), financial services (42%) and energy (41%).
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Sovereign Immunity/Nationalization of Assets
A few companies have decided against participating in an infrastructure project because of the insistence of a government
on retaining sovereign immunity or because of concerns about possible nationalization of assets. Those declining to engage
in a project for either reason represent:
C 2% of all respondents
C 3% of the energy sector
C 4% of companies with $1 billion or more in revenues
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For More Information
Fulbright & Jaworski conducts on-site seminars and web seminars of our survey findings. If desired, we can arrange
for C.L.E. credit. If you are interested in having a presentation of the Fifth Annual Litigation Trends Survey Findings
made to your company, please contact one of the Fulbright & Jaworski offices listed below.
If you have suggestions for topics of future surveys or would be interested in participating in a survey, please visit us at
www.fulbright.com/events or email litigationtrends@fulbright.com. Thank you for your interest, and remember, when
you want to know the state of litigation and other forms of dispute resolution, Think Fulbright.™

www.fulbright.com/litigationtrends
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